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Maybelline Transports New York Fashion Week To Her Purse
NEW YORK CITY, New York—What better way to launch a product than to showcase it
at New York Fashion Week? Maybelline launches its newest lip product, Baby Lips—
debuting it on the BCBGMAXAZRIA runway at Fashion week in New York on
Thursday, September 5th.
“It’s like putting perfection on your lips—a spectacular lip balm. It doesn’t cake like
other lip products; it goes on smooth and stays on smooth. I can walk off the runway and
keep it on. It’ll leave any woman feeling like a Tyra Banks,” said supermodel Rebecca
Sanderson, who will be wearing Baby Lips Crystal in twinkling taupe on the
BCBGMAXAZRIA catwalk.
Maybelline carved out a place for itself in the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week with
dramatic, high-fashion looks. Now, it’s also meeting the needs of the every-day-woman.
Less than $5, Baby Lips will transform the way women wear makeup.
Not only does Baby Lips moisturize like those other brands, but it also adds just the right
amount of tint to any lips. The glamour and quality of New York City combined with
long-lasting moisture and color will leave any woman feeling confident and beautiful.
The BCBGMAXAZRIA show will start at 2 p.m. Tickets are available online at
fashionweekonline.com.
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Matching Your Lipstick to Your #MaybellineLifestyle
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!
When model Becky Reinhart and girl-next-door Samantha Greer posted their pictures
with Maybelline lipstick and #MaybellineLifestyle, they didn’t expect what happened
next. Advertised as a sweepstakes to win $10,000, this hashtag competition was more
than any lipstick-lover could hope for. These two girls discovered that their charge-free
posts would land them jobs as the new faces of Maybelline lipstick. What set them apart
was the way they showed that Maybelline could fit any lifestyle.
“I never expected anything like this,” said an astonished Samantha. “One minute you’re
waiting tables, just hoping to make it through school, and then next thing you know,
you’re a model.”

!
The things dreams are made of. Samantha’s days consist of rolling out of bed, putting on
her $7 Color Sensational lipstick in Rose Rush, and heading to class. “I live a pretty
charmed life.” She laughs. A month later and she’s laughing on a pier. You know, normal
stuff.
Check out the video here

!
Then there’s Becky. She’d been living in a two-bedroom apartment with four other
models. “Yeah, I’m pretty pumped to put some real cash in the bank,” she smiles as if
she’s sharing an inside joke with herself. “I’ve been in New York for a year now. It’s nice
to finally get paid.”
Always a fashion experimenter, Becky started wearing bold patterns and sparkles in her
early teens. She wore leather to basketball games, ballerina skirts to the grocery store,

and harem pants to the opera. With her unique sense of style and delicate features, her
tweet racked up over 100,000 likes. It was evident that Maybelline had to have her as one
of their new faces.
Check out the video here
These two #MaybellineLifestyle winners represent what Maybelline is all about. It’s
about matching your lipstick to your lifestyle. Whether you live the high life or the
simple life, you’ll find a Maybelline lipstick that fits you.
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The following is a print ad I created for a university course.

